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How to buy Ca’ Pietra products

Ca’ Pietra collections are sold
throughout the UK and Europe,
exclusively through retailers, by
people who are passionate about all
of our products. Buying locally and
face-to-face with a specialist retailer
ensures you get the advice, the
service and the support you need.

Free samples
We are happy to send free swatch
samples of any Ca’ Pietra product
that you select from this brochure.
Just visit www.capietra.com to
request your free samples. We
strongly recommend you visit your
Ca’ Pietra retailer to view full size
samples before making your final
decision, though. We do everything
in our power to ensure that the
colours and textures of each product

are accurately represented in our
brochures and online, but tiles can
always look slightly different
depending on the light and their
environment.

How to order
Once you’ve made your final
decision and you are ready to order,
please work with your retailer to
establish exactly what you need in

terms of square metres, wastage,
pattern layouts, delivery access and
deadline. Your retailer will then
secure your stock with our customer
services team and agree a delivery
date. Before you know it, you’ll have
a beautiful new floor, wall covering
or countertop.

Design help and technical advice
With a little bit of planning, good
technical advice and a professional
installer, you’ll find that installation
of any of these Ca’ Pietra Concept &
Decorative products will be as
smooth as a lovely piece of honed
limestone or porcelain! Don’t forget,
you can call the Ca’ Pietra Technical
Helpline at any time for assistance or
advice – 0844 915 0002
(Monday–Friday).

In stock, ready to go

Ca’ Pietra retailer showroom in Kent

INNOVATION IN STONE & TILE

Concept and decorative. Colours and patterns. Ca’ Pietra.

Welcome to the next chapter in our journey
through a world of colours, patterns, textures 
and designs. There are natural wonders here, 
and man-made marvels – the very best of both
worlds.

There are a number of additions to our first collection of
Concept & Decorative products. You’ll see yet more innovation
and variation in our popular Encaustic Tile Collection on pages
54–63. And we’ve discovered some wonderful new natural
stones too – we are always alert to style, quality and value.

I hope you have as much fun leafing through these pages as I’ve
had scouring the world for new ways to bring colour and style
to the home.

Hamish Smith Creative Director & Founder
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Natural stone tiles 

This is a just a small selection of natural stone
products taken from our main product range.
These stones are available in modular sizes. Most
of them are also available in slab form, which
means you can create complementary, bespoke
items such as vanity tops, so they are perfect for
bathrooms.

a selection om our main collection
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Angora Marble honed

Finish Format Thickness £m2+vaT

Honed mesh backed 40.6 x 61cm 1.0cm £69.95
Honed mesh backed 61 x 61cm 1.0cm £74.95
Honed mesh backed 61 x 91.4 1.0cm £79.95

A luxurious marble with a wonderfully sleek appearance that makes it irresistibly tactile.
Its colour palette combines a soft mixture of brown and pink, with delicate undertones of
grey and mauve. It is a great stone for modern interiors that require a subtle injection of

colour and warmth. 

Rockface Brick Collection natural
These striking limestone bricks are so versatile that they can act as subtle 

back-drop or as a stunning focal point such as a feature wall or a chimney breast. Each tile
undergoes a cropping technique, whereby the stone is split in half to reveal a unique,

coarse finish. The extra-long bricks add a contemporary twist. 
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Bergamo
10 x 30.5 x 1.5–2.5cm
£59.00m2+vaT

Hamlet
10 x 30.5 x 1.5–2.5cm
£59.00m2+vaT

Zuber
10 x 30.5 x 1.5–2.5cm
£65.00m2+vaT
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Baobab Limestone Collection honed
Simply stunning, natural works of art. The sedimentary markings of these beautiful stones are reminiscent of the

cross-cut of the African Baobab tree which has inspired the name. This Collection of distinctly coloured limestones is
perfect for bathrooms and interiors when you are looking for something out of the ordinary.

Suitable for interior floors and walls (sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Ebony*
30 x 60 x 1.0cm
£74.75m2+vaT

Mocha
30 x 60 x 1.0cm
£74.75m2+vaT

Papyrus*
30 x 60 x 1.0cm
£69.95m2+vaT

Papyrus*
10 x 30 x 1.0cm
£59.95m2+vaT
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Bruges Marble honed
Urban chic at its best, this cool blue marble is a winner for modern interiors and also

comes with the option of a matching brick tile, which makes it a real favourite for
bathrooms and feature walls.

Suitable for interior floors and walls (sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Blanc Limestone honed
An elegant, almost white limestone with a small amount of pale shell fossiling. 

A perfect neutral stone for every interior.
Suitable for interior floors and walls (sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

40.6 x 61 x 1.2cm
£49.00m2+vaT

61 x 61 x 1.5cm
£68.95m2+vaT

40.6 x 61 x 1.2cm
£54.95m2+vaT
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10 x 30.5 x 1.0cm
£49.00m2+vaT
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Glacier Limestone honed or tumbled
This limestone is almost as hard as marble, and similarly smooth and chic It has fascinating

swirls and veining, and makes a real design statement whether used for floors or walls.
Suitable for interior floors and walls (sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Honed
40.6 x 61 x 1.2cm
£62.95m2+vaT

Tumbled 
40.6 x 61 x 1.1cm
£65.00m2+vaT

Lucca Limestone tumbled or velvet
Grey tones are right on trend and this limestone will lend a very contemporary look to

your floor or wall covering covering, but with a hint of warmth in  the colour. 
Suitable for interior floors and walls (sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

velvet 
60 x 60 x 1.5cm
£69.95m2+vaT

velvet  
40 x 60 x 1.5cm
£65.00m2+vaT

Tumbled
40 x 60 x 1.5cm
£65.00m2+vaT

velvet
10 x 30 x 1.5cm
£65.00m2+vaT
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velvet

Calacatta Antigua Marble heavy velvet

Finish Format Thickness £m2+vaT

Heavy velvet 15 x 60cm 1.5cm £75.00
Heavy velvet 40 x 60cm 1.5cm £79.00

Finish Format Thickness £m2+vaT

Honed 15 x 60cm 1.5cm £65.00
Honed 40 x 60cm 1.5cm £65.00
Honed special order only 60 x 60cm 1.5cm £75.00
Honed special order only 60 x 90cm 1.5cm £85.00

There is a little extra texture in the heavy velvet finish, as compared to the honed version
of this beautiful, hardwearing, dense European marble featuring an intense variation of

blue, grey and black veining and subtle bronze highlights. 

Calacatta Antigua Marble honed
A beautiful, dense European marble featuring an intense variation of blue, grey and black
veining and subtle bronze highlights. The honed finish makes it wonderfully tactile and, as

a high-quality marble it is excellent value for money. 
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Long Island Marble honed
A very affordable, classic white marble with grey veins. It’s available in 10 x 30.5cm tiles as
well, so you can create brickwork or herringbone designs for a really stunning floor or wall.

Suitable for interior floors and walls (sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

45.7 x 45.7 x 1.0cm
£75.00m2+vaT

10 x 30.5 x 1.0cm
£69.00m2+vaT

40.6 x 61 x 1.0cm
£75.00m2+vaT

Slim Brick
Tesserae size 2.3 x 7.5cm 
supplied on a sheet 
30 x 30.7 x 1.0cm 
£10.00+vaT per sheet 
10.7 sheets per m2

Herringbone
Tesserae size 2.3 x 7.5cm 
supplied on a sheet 
33 x 34 x 1.0cm 
£10.00+vaT per sheet 
10.8 sheets per m2

Hexagon
Tesserae size 4.8 x 5.6cm 
supplied on a sheet 
30.5 x 26 x 1.0cm 
£10.00+vaT per sheet 
12.4 sheets per m2
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Zenna Limestone honed
This hard limestone with compact shell and fossil markings and ivory-taupe tones, is a
favourite with interior designers. It’s the perfect neutral stone for virtually any colour

scheme, in modern or traditional environments.
Suitable for interior floors and walls (sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

60 x 60 x 1.5cm
£69.95m2+vaT

40 x 60 x 1.2cm
£59.95m2+vaT

Olivier tumbled
Plenty of interesting markings and the colour tones of the outdoors mean this beautiful limestone works well with

natural wood furniture and warm colour schemes. It has a tumbled finish, which recreates the effect of sea-water on
beach pebbles, exposing the surface grain for a wonderfully tactile feel.

Suitable for interior floors and walls (sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

40.6 x 61 x 1.0cm
£54.95m2+vaT
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Bergamo honed or tumbled
This hard, durable limestone is smooth and flat, while the scattered fossil and vein

markings are still visible. It is available in a wide selection of formats. 
Suitable for interior floors and walls (sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Honed 
60 x 60 x 1.3cm
£60.00m2+vaT

Honed 
40 x 60 x 1.2cm
£55.00m2+vaT

Tumbled
40 x 60 x 1.2cm
£52.00m2+vaT

Tumbled 
40 x 40 x 1.2cm
£52.00m2+vaT
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Neranjo honed or tumbled
With a finish that enhances the fossil and sedimentary markings this is reminiscent of an

English stone. It is a very, very hard stone which makes it ideal for flooring.
Suitable for interior floors and walls (sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Tumbled 
40 x 60 x 1.2cm
£55.00m2+vaT

Honed*
40 x 60 x 1.2cm
£55.00m2+vaT
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Peruvian Travertine Collection honed and filled
This Peruvian travertine is so compact that our 457 x 915mm tile is just 10mm thick. That makes each tile lighter,

easier to manoeuvre, cut and install. It has fewer cavities than you normally associate with travertine and so needs
only minimal filling and less maintenance in the long-term. There are natural variations in tone within the three

colour selections in the range. Suitable for interior floors and walls (sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Lima Silver
45.7 x 91.5 x 1.0cm
£69.95m2+vaT

villa Rica
45.7 x 91.5 x 1.0cm
£69.95m2+vaT

Wayna Picchu
45.7 x 91.5 x 1.0cm
£69.95m2+vaT villa Rica
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Metropolitan Slate riven pewter and steel
These natural slate tiles are finely riven with calibrated thickness and subtle variations in

tone for an urban look and feel. The pewter variation is a darker grey-black, while the steel
variation is a greenish grey. 

Suitable for interior floors and walls (sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Pewter 
40 x 60 x 1.0cm
£29.95m2+vaT

Pewter only

Pewter 
25 x 21.6 x 1.0cm hexagon
£39.95m2+vaT 23 tiles per m2

Pewter 
60 x 90 x 1.2cm
£39.95m2+vaT

Pewter
10 x 30 x 1.0cm
£29.95m2+vaT

Steel 
25 x 21.6 x 1.0cm hexagon
£39.95m2+vaT 23 tiles per m2

Steel
10 x 30 x 1.0cm
£29.95m2+vaT
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Pewter brick and hexagon
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3D Veneer Brick Collection natural
Our 3D veneer is a thin layer of riven, natural stone backed with a fibrous resin. This gives
it a degree of flexibility so that it can be applied to curved walls and surfaces. The pieces
range from 1.5mm to 5mm thick. When they are laid, the overall surface has a three
dimensional effect, that can be enhanced even further by downlighters. It’s perfect for
bathrooms and for feature walls such as chimney breasts, spas and restaurants. We don’t
recommend using this tile in a wet room or shower because constant water on the
protruding edges could require excessive cleaning work.

Suitable for interior walls.

Jupiter
15 x 60 x 0.2–0.5cm
£49.00m2+vaT

Mercury
15 x 60 x 0.2–0.5cm
£49.00m2+vaT

Moon
15 x 60 x 0.2–0.5cm
£49.00m2+vaT

Pluto
15 x 60 x 0.2–0.5cm
£49.00m2+vaT
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Jet Set Collection honed
Add some Jet Set to your interior. These refined, decorative mosaic patterns are great value for a really high-quality

marble that will instantly upgrade your room to First Class. We have herringbone and 3D-illusion patterns, all 
pre-assembled on a mesh sheet. The natural variations of tone and colour inherent in the marble ensure that you

have a unique, retro artwork and some instant, Hollywood glamour.

Jet Set Milan

Jet Set Paris Jet Set London

Design                                                      Finish               Format module Thickness £ per module+vaT Modules per m2

Jet Set Milan                   Honed              28.5 x 30 1.0cm £13.00 11.5
Jet Set London                Honed              18 x 31.5 1.0cm £12.00 11.9
Jet Set New York            Honed              18 x 31.5 1.0cm £12.00 11.9
Jet Set Paris                     Honed                  18 x 26 1.0cm £3.60 41.6Jet Set New York
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Concept porcelain

Our collection of premium, European
porcelain tiles complements our
natural stone collection. It includes
extra-large slabs that are much
thinner than would be possible with
natural stone. and there are
patterned options that add pizzazz
to any floor or wall. 
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Moroccan Impressions
As the name implies these patterns are printed and fired onto a glazed porcelain tile base.

At 1cm thick they are perfect for both floors and walls. 
Suitable for interior floors and walls.

vintage Square
25 x 25 x 1.0cm 16 tiles per m2

£2.50+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 16)

arte
25 x 25 x 1.0cm 16 tiles per m2

£2.50+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 16)

Retro
25 x 25 x 1.0cm 16 tiles per m2

£2.50+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 16)

Carthusian
25 x 25 x 1.0cm 16 tiles per m2

£2.50+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 16)

Ducados
25 x 25 x 1.0cm 16 tiles per m2

£2.50+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 16)

Monastery
25 x 25 x 1.0cm 16 tiles per m2

£2.50+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 16)
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Ancient Tuscany
These high-definition porcelain tiles faithfully replicate the timeworn, earthy stone floors and pavements of ancient

Tuscany. There are three colour options, each with plenty of tonal variation and character, in four sizes and the
further option to create a repeating Moroccan pattern by combining the tiles as shown below.

Suitable for interior floors and walls.

Somnium
40.4 x 60.8 x 1.0cm
£42.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 5)

Somnium
40.4 x 40.4 x 1.0cm
£42.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 7)

Somnium
20 x 40.4 x 1.0cm
£42.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 12)

Somnium
20 x 20 x 1.0cm
£42.95m2+vaT

(sold in packs of 27)

visio
40.4 x 60.8 x 1.0cm
£42.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 5)

visio
40.4 x 40.4 x 1.0cm
£42.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 7)

visio
20 x 40.4 x 1.0cm
£42.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 12)

visio
20 x 20 x 1.0cm
£42.95m2+vaT

(sold in packs of 27)

Mirum
40.4 x 60.8 x 1.0cm
£42.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 5)

Mirum
40.4 x 40.4 x 1.0cm
£42.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 7)

Mirum
20 x 40.4 x 1.0cm
£42.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 12)

Mirum
20 x 20 x 1.0cm
£42.95m2+vaT

(sold in packs of 27)

visio Moroccan pattern
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Chesil planks
Inspired by the weathered timber you find by the coast, this collection of new-generation,
super large porcelain planks is something else. Available in four colour options and in two
large, rectified-format planks that can be bought separately or mixed together to create a

floor that looks for all the world like authentic timber (minus the maintenance!).
Suitable for interior floors and walls.

Drove
30 x 180 x 1.1cm
£69.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 2)

Drove
20 x 180 x 1.1cm
£69.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 3)

Gutulia
20 x 180 x 1.1cm
£69.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 3)

Reisa
20 x 180 x 1.1cm
£69.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 3)

Rondane
20 x 180 x 1.1cm
£69.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 3)

Gutulia
30 x 180 x 1.1cm
£69.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 2)

Reisa
30 x 180 x 1.1cm
£69.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 2)

Rondane
30 x 180 x 1.1cm
£69.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 2)
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Isle natural finish
This wonderful, authentic-looking, high-definition porcelain tile is inspired by classic English limestone. The

collection, with four colourways and three formats is perfect for walls and floors in both classic and modern interiors,
and represents outstanding value for money.

Suitable for interior floors and walls.

Crema
60 x 90 x 1.0cm
£54.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 2)

Crema
60 x 60 x 0.9cm
£41.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 3)

Crema
30 x 60 x 1.0cm
£35.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 6)

Perla
60 x 90 x 1.0cm
£54.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 2)

Perla
60 x 60 x 0.9cm
£41.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 3)

Perla
30 x 60 x 1.0cm
£35.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 6)

Sabbia
60 x 90 x 1.0cm
£54.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 2)

Sabbia
60 x 60 x 0.9cm
£41.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 3)

Sabbia
30 x 60 x 1.0cm
£35.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 6)

Pietra
60 x 90 x 1.0cm
£54.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 2)

Pietra
60 x 60 x 0.9cm
£41.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 3)

Pietra
30 x 60 x 1.0cm
£35.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 6)
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Chateau wood effect matt
This super-realistic wood-effect porcelain comes in five colour options. The hand-planed
effect adds to its resemblance to real wood for a beautiful, durable and excellent value

flooring product. Perfect for laying on top of under-floor heating and in wet areas.
Suitable for interior floors and walls.

Badia
20 x 90.5 x 1.1cm
£49.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 6)

Chalet
20 x 90.5 x 1.1cm
£49.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 6)

Ciasa
20 x 90.5 x 1.1cm
£49.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 6)

Maso
20 x 90.5 x 1.1cm
£49.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 6)

Stube
20 x 90.5 x 1.1cm
£49.95m2+vaT (sold in packs of 6)
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Altissimo matt or polished
As natural stone and marble purists we tend to be very fussy about imitations. But we just couldn’t resist this one.
This is a really faithful reproduction of two of Italy’s finest, world-renowned marbles. Both finishes are strong and

durable enough to be used as floor tiles.
Suitable for interior floors and walls.

Carrara matt 
59.5 x 59.5 x 0.95cm 
£45.00m2+vaT

(sold in packs of 3)

Carrara polished 
29.5 x 59.5 x 0.95cm
£55.00m2+vaT

(sold in packs of 6)

Statuario matt 
59.5 x 59.5 x 0.95cm 
£45.00m2+vaT

(sold in packs of 3)

Statuario polished 
29.5 x 59.5 x 0.95cm
£55.00m2+vaT

(sold in packs of 6)

Carrara

Statuario
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Handmade 
encaustic

cement tiles

Encaustic tiles – in which the pattern or figure on
the surface is a product of different colours of
clay – were first made in Europe in the late 19th
century. They were used to decorate the floors of
palaces in St. Petersburg, Gaudi’s distinctive
houses in Barcelona, and grand hallways from
Paris to Saigon. Today they are to be found in
countless chic bars, restaurants and designer-
homes in London, Paris and New York. 

all of our encaustic tiles are handmade using
natural materials. That means that, unlike glazed
tiles, Ca’ Pietra encaustic tiles will develop their
own patina and quickly develop a beautiful, 
lived-in look.
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Salisbury pattern 

Chequer pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£3.20+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Tangier pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£3.20+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£3.20+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

£3.20+vaT per border tile (sold singly)

£3.20+vaT per corner tile (sold singly)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Darcy pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.99+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

NEW!

Four tiles Four tiles

Four tilesFour tiles
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Orla pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.99+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Chelsea pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.99+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Ashley pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.99+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Cordoba pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£3.20+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Four tilesFour tiles

Four tiles Four tiles
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Seville pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.99+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Marrakech pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm
£2.99+vaT per tile 25 tiles per m2

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Modern Harlequin pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.99+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Toulon pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.99+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Four tiles Four tiles

Four tiles Four tiles
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Bloomsbury pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.99+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Adam pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.99+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Patisserie hexagon pattern 

20 x 23 x 1.6cm 30 tiles per m2

£2.99+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Trellis pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.99+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Four tiles

Four tiles Four tiles
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Brighton pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.99+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Patchwork Grey

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.99+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Patchwork Multicolour

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.99+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Casablanca pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.99+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Patchwork patterns are made up
using all the black and grey designs
from the main collection in a totally
random mix.

Patchwork multicolour patterns are
made up with a pre-mixed, totally
random collection of tiles that when
laid create the most amazing feature
floor or wall tile.

Four tiles

Four tiles
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Pinstripe pattern 

Four tiles, colour Denim

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£3.30+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Knot pattern 

Four tiles, colour Denim

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£3.30+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Eye pattern 

Four tiles, colour Duck Egg

Four tiles, colour Hay

Colour Ivory

Colour Warm Grey

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£3.30+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88). Duck Egg Multicolour

Colour Salmon

Colour Jade

Ivory

NEW!NEW!

NEW!
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Illusion pattern Splash pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£3.30+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

There are many combinations that can be
achieved with this pattern.

Four tiles, colour Denim

Four tiles, colour Soft Grey

Four tiles, colour Warm Grey

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£3.30+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Four tiles, colour French Blue

Four tiles, colour Jade

Four tiles, colour Sky

Soft Grey

Sky

NEW! NEW!
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Wired pattern Origami pattern 

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£3.30+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Four tiles, colour Denim

Four tiles, colour Marine

Four tiles, colour Warm Grey

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£3.30+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Four tiles, colour Denim

Four tiles, colour French Blue

Four tiles, colour Marine

Denim Denim

NEW! NEW!
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Lily Pad hexagon pattern Modern Lattice pattern 

20 x 23 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£3.30+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Three tiles, 
colour Clay

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£3.30+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Four tiles, colour Blue Ink

Four tiles, colour Sulphur

Four tiles, colour Soft Grey

Denim Soft Grey

Three tiles, 
colour Denim

Three tiles, 
colour Marine

NEW!NEW!
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Plain-field tiles 

Four tiles, colour Ivory Four tiles, colour Mist Four tiles, colour Marine

Four tiles, colour Charcoal Four tiles, colour Denim

Four tiles, colour Soft Grey Four tiles, colour Warm Grey

20 x 20 x 1.6cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.50+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 12)

Suitable for interior floors and walls 
(sealing required, see pages 86 and 88).

Charcoal and Ivory
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Decorative tiles and mosaics

If you want to style it, the best way is to tile it!  Our collection
of highly decorative tiles and mosaics is the answer for floors
and walls in need of some texture and glamour. The added
bonus is, it’s a great conversation piece for your dinner party.
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Alhambra
This style of tile has been used for centuries in traditional Moorish architecture, but these

rich colours and bold patterns make it a stunning, dramatic addition to contemporary
interiors either as a random mix or as single patterns.

Suitable for interior walls.

alhambra
14 x 28 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.20+vaT per tile (sold singly)

arahal
14 x 28 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.20+vaT per tile (sold singly)

Camas
14 x 28 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.20+vaT per tile (sold singly)

Cordoba
14 x 28 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.20+vaT per tile (sold singly)

Granada
14 x 28 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.20+vaT per tile (sold singly)

Layal
14 x 28 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.20+vaT per tile (sold singly)

Lora
14 x 28 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.20+vaT per tile (sold singly)

Noor
14 x 28 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.20+vaT per tile (sold singly)

Random mix

alhambra
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Jazz
Weave some mesmerising patterns with these mono tiles, for a bathroom or kitchen as

cool as a collection of jazz musicians running hot in a Parisian nightclub!
Suitable for interior walls.

Jazz Décor Tile – random mix
20 x 20 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£1.97+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 25)

Jazz Base Tile – Black
20 x 20 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£1.60+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 25)

Jazz Base Tile – White
20 x 20 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£1.60+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 25)
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Pizzazz
Cool blues and greys and abstract patterns give you a full palette with which to explore

your creativity for wonderfully creative and interesting floor and wall schemes.
Suitable for interior floors and walls.

antracita Décor Tile
20 x 20 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.20+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 25)

Turquesa Décor Tile
20 x 20 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.20+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 25)

anthracita Base Tile
20 x 20 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£1.60+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 25)

aqua Base Tile
20 x 20 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£1.60+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 25)

Gris Base Tile
20 x 20 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£1.60+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 25)

Turquesa Base Tile
20 x 20 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£1.60+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 25)
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Adesso 40CM velvet touch brick tiles
The Adesso 10 x 40cm floor and wall tile collection in on-trend grey, off-white and taupe colour tones has a tactile,

velvety finish. The classic brick format and the complementary colour options make it the perfect wall tile for modern
interiors. You can lay it out in a variety of patterns and mix-and-match colours to stunning, creative effect. 

Suitable for interior floors and walls.

almond
10 x 40 x 0.8cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.00+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 24)

Camel
10 x 40 x 0.8cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.00+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 24)

Cloud
10 x 40 x 0.8cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.00+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 24)

Ink
10 x 40 x 0.8cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.00+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 24)

Smoke
10 x 40 x 0.8cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.00+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 24)

Snow
10 x 40 x 0.8cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.00+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 24) Snow
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Kennet 40CM gloss brick tiles
Named after a Wiltshire river because of the glazed, hand-dipped effect finish and colour

palette. The 40 centimetre length makes this a modern take on a traditional look.
Suitable for interior walls.

aqua
10 x 40 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.00+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 24)

ash
10 x 40 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.00+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 24)

Greige
10 x 40 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.00+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 24)

Sage
10 x 40 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.00+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 24)

Sky
10 x 40 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.00+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 24)

Steel
10 x 40 x 0.9cm 25 tiles per m2

£2.00+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 24)
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Avebury gloss brick tiles
These glazed, brick-style tiles take inspiration from old Wiltshire cottages, but we’ve added a contemporary twist
with a full range of pale, secondary colours. From traditional pure white through subtle greys and a delightfully

organic sage green, Avebury Bricks give you the option of inventive patterns, or solid blocks of colour that
complement and add real character to modern kitchen and bathroom surfaces. Suitable for interior walls.

White
5 x 25 x 1.0cm 80 tiles per m2

£0.85+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 40)

Biscuit
5 x 25 x 1.0cm 80 tiles per m2

£0.85+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 40)

Cement
5 x 25 x 1.0cm 80 tiles per m2

£0.85+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 40)

Graphite
5 x 25 x 1.0cm 80 tiles per m2

£0.85+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 40)

Grey
5 x 25 x 1.0cm 80 tiles per m2

£0.85+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 40)

Sage-green
5 x 25 x 1.0cm 80 tiles per m2

£0.85+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 40)
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Rococo Mirror
These reproduction foxed or antique mirror tiles are simply stunning and will add a real

glitz to any wall for both shabby-chic and modern-luxe interiors.
Suitable for interior walls excluding showers.

Mercury
15 x 30 x 0.5cm 23 tiles per m2

£6.25+vaT per tile (sold singly)

Topaz
15 x 30 x 0.5cm 23 tiles per m2

£6.25+vaT per tile (sold singly)

Bronze
15 x 30 x 0.5cm 23 tiles per m2

£6.25+vaT per tile (sold singly)
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Shard Glass Mosaic
These spectacular slim glass mosaics in stunning colours and finishes are as eye-catching

as the London landmark that they are named after and will turn heads on any wall! 
Suitable for interior walls.

Diesel Iridescent
Tesserae size 1.5 x 0.98cm 
supplied on a sheet 
30 x 30 x 0.5cm 
11 sheets per m2 

£12.95+vaT per sheet 
(sold by single sheet)

Smoke Iridescent
Tesserae size 1.5 x 0.98cm 
supplied on a sheet 
30 x 30 x 0.5cm 
11 sheets per m2 

£12.95+vaT per sheet 
(sold by single sheet)

Lagoon
Tesserae size 1.5 x 0.98cm 
supplied on a sheet 
30 x 30 x 0.5cm 
11 sheets per m2 

£12.95+vaT per sheet 
(sold by single sheet)

Pearl Iridescent
Tesserae size 1.5 x 0.98cm 
supplied on a sheet 
30 x 30 x 0.5cm 
11 sheets per m2 

£12.95+vaT per sheet 
(sold by single sheet)
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Kaleidoscope handmade brick
As the name suggests these handmade, matt finish full bodied brick tiles are set to dazzle. 

There are three blends to choose from, each one made up of five tones that come pre-mixed for easy tiling. 
The blends can then be inter-mixed for some fabulous, creative patterns and variations.

Suitable for interior floors and walls.

Terre Blend
5 x 15 x 1.0cm 134 tiles per m2

£1.42+vaT per tile (sold singly)

only sold as a blend of tones, not single colours

aqua Blend
5 x 15 x 1.0cm 134 tiles per m2

£1.42+vaT per tile (sold singly)

only sold as a blend of tones, not single colours

Black & White Blend
5 x 15 x 1.0cm 134 tiles per m2

£1.42+vaT per tile (sold singly)

only sold as a blend of tones, not single colours

aqua Blend / Black & White Blend

Black & White Blend
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Seaton Crackle Brick Tile
Inspired by this Cornish seaside town, this collection of soft hues with a gentle crackle and

handmade feel that elicit a sense of peace and wellbeing.
Suitable for interior walls.

NEW!

High Tide
7.5 x 15 x 1.0cm 88 tiles per m2

£0.75+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 68)

Ocean Mist
7.5 x 15 x 1.0cm 88 tiles per m2

£0.75+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 68)

Oyster
7.5 x 15 x 1.0cm 88 tiles per m2

£0.75+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 68)

Rock Pool
7.5 x 15 x 1.0cm 88 tiles per m2

£0.75+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 68)

Sky
7.5 x 15 x 1.0cm 88 tiles per m2

£0.75+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 68)

White Sands
7.5 x 15 x 1.0cm 88 tiles per m2

£0.75+vaT per tile (sold in packs of 68) Sky

Oyster
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Stone care Adhesives, grouts and preparation

Ca’ Pietra Stain Shield
Solvent-based matt finish impregnator
offering stain protection against liquid spills
and daily soiling. Suitable for use with all
types of natural stone and porcelain surfaces.

Coverage approximately 10–25m2 per litre (one
coat) depending on substrate porosity.
1L, £26.00 +vaT

5L, £110.00 +vaT

Ca’ Pietra Multi Clean
High-quality concentrated daily cleaner
suitable for use with all types of natural stone
and porcelain surfaces.

Sufficient to clean 20m2 floor up to 40 times.
1L, £8.00 +vaT

Ca’ Pietra Extreme Clean
Professional-grade, heavy-duty wax and
coating remover suitable for use with all types
of natural stone and porcelain surfaces.

Sufficient to clean approximately 20m2 of heavy
soiled floor.
1L, £12.00 +vaT

Ca’ Pietra Stain Shield H2O
Eco-friendly water-based matt finish
impregnator offering stain protection against
liquid spills and daily soiling. Suitable for use
with porous natural stone surfaces.

Coverage approximately 15–30m2 per litre (one
coat) depending on substrate porosity.
1L, £24.00 +vaT

5L, £105.00 +vaT

Stone Essentials Wax Polish
A premium quality French wax polish to
enhance the beauty of your stone and help
protect the surface.

Coverage per litre, based on two coats: from
15–20m2, depending on the porosity of stone.
1L, £35.00 +vaT

5L, £115.00 +vaT

Ca’ Pietra Stone Coat
Premium eco-friendly satin finish top coat
sealer, suitable for terracotta, slate, quarry-tile
and textured natural stone surfaces.

Coverage approximately 15–30m2 per litre (one
coat) depending on substrate porosity.
1L, £18.00 +vaT

5L, £80.00 +vaT

It’s beautiful and durable. It lasts forever. But even stone needs looking after when you are installing it.
Spend a little effort sealing your stone as soon as you’ve laid it. Spend a little time and effort maintaining it with 

Ca’ Pietra sealants, cleaners and stone care products, and your floors, walls and surfaces will be a source of joy forever.

Sealers

Stone Essentials Trade Flex Pro 
Semi rapid set S1 adhesive, 
up to 12mm thick
20kg, £22.00+vaT

Kerakoll H40 Eco Marmorex White Flexible
Rapid Set adhesive 
Rapid set, up to 20mm bed
25kg, £35.00+vaT

adhesives

Kerrakoll Primer a
1L, £8.50+vaT

5L, £35.00+vaT

Stone Essentials Levelflex Self Levelling
Screed 
Pourable Screed 0–50mm
20kg, £27.00+vaT

Floor primer 
self levelling screed

Movement matting and
associated materials

Temporary floor protection

GroutSurface treatments Clean and care

Kerakoll Fugabella Grout
Flexible wall and floor grout for joints 3–12mm
Anthracite 5kg, £15.00+vaT

Iron Grey 5kg, £15.00+vaT

Jasmine 5kg, £15.00+vaT

Light Grey 5kg, £15.00+vaT

Pearl Grey 5kg, £15.00+vaT

Flexible Grout 3000
Flexible wall and floor grout for joints 2–15mm
Pure White 10kg, £25.00+vaT

Dark Grey 10kg, £25.00+vaT

Mid Grey 10kg, £25.00+vaT

Natural Grey 10kg, £25.00+vaT

Sandstone 10kg, £25.00+vaT

Decomat Pro Matting
Movement matting – 3mm
1m2, £13.00+vaT

Isomat Movement Matting
Movement matting – 1mm
1m2, £12.00+vaT

SLC ECO R3 Matting adhesive
Coverage 1kg per 2.5m2.
6kg, £42.00+vaT

18kg, £120.00+vaT

Stone Essentials Fire Retardant Membrane
1m2, £1.75+vaT

Stone Essentials Protective Card
1m2, £0.99+vaT

15%OFF
when

purchased

with any of

our tiles!



Glossary of natural stone finishes

Our stones come in a range of
finishes – these may be for aesthetic
or practical effect. In a bathroom, for
example, you may want a more
textured finish for better slip
resistance. If you are restoring a
heritage property, an ageing process
such as distressed will help you to
match existing materials.

Distressed flat surface, fettered and
cushioned edges, usually crafted by
hand.

Etched sand-blasted finish for
texture.

Honed leaves the surface smooth
and flat.

Riven naturally split stone.

Satino textured surface, edges
usually square.

Seasoned is a combination of
tumbled and satino with rounded
edges and a textured, non-slip
surface.

Tumbled soft, round edges, grained
surface.

velvet the stone is sandblasted to
give it a bleached, etched effect and
then undergoes a satino process
which gives it a tactile, velvety feel.

vintaged textured surface with
fettered edges.

Weathered hand fettered edges,
open-grain surface.

Worn a smoothing process to create
the effect of antique, riven
flagstones.

Satino

Tumbled Worn

88

We recommend that you employ a proven
professional for installation, but here are
some guidelines that you can consider. Once
installed correctly, our tiles are as long-lasting
as they are beautiful and should be very easy
to maintain.

On receipt of your order

When you receive your order, check that you
have all of your tiles and that they are in good
condition. These are 100% natural or hand-
crafted products and so there will, of course,
be some variations in colour tone and natural
character that makes them unique and
beautiful. We recommend that you ‘shuffle’
tiles from different boxes/crates so that you
have a uniform effect across the entirety of
the new surface.

Prior to installation

Both sides of the tile should be wiped clean
of any dust before installation and the top
surface should be wiped again after
installation and before sealing and grouting
takes place.

You must create a flat, level and stable surface
– preferably of concrete – on to which the
tiles can be laid. If  you do this on a timber
surface, the floor will need overlaying with a
suitable tile backer-board such as NoMorePly
(www.nomoreply.net). You can also use this
product to tile on to timber-framed walls.

If you are tiling on to walls in damp and wet
areas, we recommend you fully tank
(waterproof) the walls with a specific tanking
system such as Mira or similar.

If you are tiling on to an underfloor, heated
screed the floor will need priming and
overlaying with a movement uncoupling
membrane such as our own Stone Essentials
Decomat or Isomat. This will help prevent any
shrinkage or cracking that may occur in the
screed being transferred through to the tiles.

The tiles can be cut using a diamond-blade –
ideally a water-cooled machine. Constantly
spraying with water while cutting will help to
prevent chipped edges.

Installation

Use a good-quality, flexible, semi-rapid, white,
tile-adhesive and carefully follow any
instructions on the manufacturer’s label.
Ensure 100% coverage of each tile with
adhesive, and remove excess adhesive with a
damp cloth before it hardens.

Level the tiles using hand pressure only. Using
a mallet or rubber hammer could cause
cracking.

Sealing your tiles

Once your tiles are installed you will need to
use an impregnating sealant for protection
against fading and staining. This should be
applied after they have been installed (and
cleaned) but prior to grouting. You should
apply a second coat after grouting. 

You could also choose to apply a surface wax as
this will offer further protection and give an
attractive patina (encaustic tiles and rustic
tumbled stones in non-wet areas only). This
would be applied after grouting

Grouting

You will probably need to allow 1-2 days after
the tiles have been laid before you can apply
the grout.

• We recommend using lighter coloured
grouts, not black or bright coloured as
these can cause staining in the natural
pores of the tiles

• Follow the grout manufacturer’s
instructions carefully

• Ensure you have selected a grout product
that is suitable for use with natural stone
and encaustic tiles

• Don’t use masking tape on the tiles as this
can cause marking

• Ensure that you wipe away any excess
grout from the tiles before the grout dries

• Once grout is installed and fully dried,
wash your new tile floor with a neutral
detergent

• Do not leave water to sit on the surface

You will now need to apply a second coat of
sealant. This should be applied to the grout as
well as the tiles and, if desired/required, a
surface coating. See ‘Ongoing maintenance’
below.

Further recommendations

Prior to installation you should store your tiles
in a dry place
• Do not install tiles during very hot weather
• Avoid direct sunlight on to the tiles during

installation (prior to sealing the tiles)
• Never use acids or alkalines to clean tiles
• Use a pH neutral cleaner such as our Ca’

Pietra Multi Clean
• Use mats at entrance/exit areas where grit

may enter the house

Ongoing maintenance

Clean your tile regularly by sweeping away
any dust or grit and then mopping with clean
water and neutral detergent (such as our Ca’
Pietra Multi Clean).

You can also lightly polish tiles with a soft pad.
If the tiles become heavily soiled we
recommend scrubbing them with a stronger,
specialist detergent such as Ca’ Pietra Extreme
Clean. 

If the tiles are very heavily used, you may find
that you will need to re-seal your tiles more
regularly. You could also choose to apply a
surface wax as this will offer further protection
and give an attractive patina. We would also
recommend this process if the tiles are being
used for a cooker splash back.

IMPORTaNT NOTE

These are very general guidelines and not
definitive instructions. The issuer of these
guidelines cannot be held responsible for
installation. It is always recommended that a
qualified and professional tiler should take
responsibility for the installation of all stone
and tile products.

Brief guidelines for installing and maintaining 
natural stone and encaustic tiles
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